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Abstract

Additive manufacturing is rapidly developing and gaining popularity for direct
metal fabrication systems like selective laser melting (SLM). The technology
has shown significant improvement for high-quality fabrication of lightweight
design-efficient structures such as conformal cooling channels in injection mold-
ing tools and lattice structures. This research examines the effect of cellular
lattice structures on the strength of workpieces additively manufactured from
ultra high-strength steel powder. Two commercial SLM machines are used to
fabricate cellular samples based on four architectures— solid, hollow, lattice
structure and rotated lattice structure. Compression test is applied to the spec-
imens while they are deformed. The analytical approach includes finite element
(FE), geometrical and mathematical models for prediction of collapse strength
. The results from the the models are verified with experimental data and it
is shown that they agree well. The results from this research show that using
lattice structures significantly reduces the strength of material with respect to
solid samples while indicating no serious increase of strength compared to hollow
structures. In combination with an analysis of microstructures, a description of
strength analysis is obtained with respect to process parameters.

Keywords: additive manufacturing, selective laser melting, lattice structure,
compression test, tooling application, finite element, microstructure

1. Introduction1

Additive manufacturing has been considered a breakthrough in production2

systems and looked as a renaissance in manufacturing [1]. Recently, ASTM In-3

ternational has recommended to adopt the term additive manufacturing (AM) [2].4
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This defines AM as a process of joining materials to make objects from 3D model5

data, usually layer upon layer. Early developments in AM focused on complex6

polymer-based prototypes known as rapid prototyping. With the rapid devel-7

opments, AM was introduced for tooling applications (rapid tooling) such as8

injection molding and forming tools [3]. More advances in laser-based additive9

solid freeform manufacturing processes posed the possibility of layer-by-layer10

fabrication of complex metal components where they are impossible to achieve11

by conventional processes. Two powder-based melting methods, known as elec-12

tron beam melting (EBM) and laser beam melting (LBM); have been introduced13

where powder particles are selectively melted by the scanned electron and laser14

beam respectively.15

Using material in the parts where it is needed is the basic concept for opti-16

mum cellular lattice structures. The cellular structures have several benefits for17

advanced lightweight engineering applications (e.g. aircraft fuselage, wings and18

biomedical implants). These structures offer unique thermal and mechanical19

properties such as high strength-to-weight ratio, high-energy absorption, and20

low heat conductivity. Depending on the complexity of the part, traditional21

ways of manufacturing of highly porous cellular metals are limited in terms of22

cell size and sometimes impossible for cellular lattice structures with respect to23

additive manufacturing technology [4]. Selective laser melting (SLM) systems24

are extremely versatile and allows complex metallic cellular structures to be fab-25

ricated while positioning the cells at specific locations throughout of the part.26

New advances in material development enabled manufacture of metallic parts27

by SLM procedure from ultra-high strength steels in powder form, which is ideal28

for tooling applications such as punching and injection molding [5]. Therefore,29

if an alternative to manufacture of tools can be developed using cellular-lattice-30

structured concept and AM to reach a lightweight structure, there is the poten-31

tial to significantly improve tooling efficiency by decreasing both the material32

and manufacturing cost. Furthermore, achieving this goal decreases the pro-33

duction time of workpieces produced by the molds in high-speed applications34

such as micro cold forming [6, 7] due to the lighter tooling system causing lower35

maintenance due to longer tools’ lifetime .36

Beginning in the late 2000s, researchers began investigating how lattice-37

structured materials affect the mechanical properties of metallic cellular solids [8].38

As this research has progressed, it has been found that a vast number of mate-39

rial characteristics such as density, mechanical, thermal, electrical and acoustic40

properties can be altered using cellular structures (metal foams) while offering41

lightweight and sometimes cheap structures [9]. Traditionally, foams are a par-42

ticular subset of lattice-structured materials. Predictability and reproducibility43

of mechanical properties are the big pros of metallic lattice structures [10]. In44

1997, Ashby discovered that the strut-bending as the dominant mode of defor-45

mation lowers the stiffness and strength of lattice structures [11]. Deshpande et46

al. published a document demonstrating that stretching-governed octet-truss47

lattice material increases the stiffness and strength by a factor between 3 and48

10 when comparing to the corresponding values for metallic foams [12]. Mines49

discussed on the multi-axial crush behavior of various foams and micro-lattice50
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structures aiming to develop analytical and finite element models to simulate the51

progressive collapse of core materials used in sandwich construction [13]. From52

studies conducted by McKown [14], it was shown that mechanical properties of53

metallic open-cell lattice structures consisting of BCC and BCC,Z cubic-shaped54

unit-cell geometries are close to the theoretical optimum limits of open-cell foam55

model, described by Ashby et al. [9]. It was also discovered that using z rods56

in the BCC-Z unit-cell, the resistance increased in compression test to a great57

extent than it is possible by octahedral cells. Moreover, Tsopanos et al. showed58

a linear relationship between mechanical properties and combination of man-59

ufacturing parameters of laser power and laser exposure time for manufactur-60

ing of open-cell structures using BCC unit-cell [15]. Gorny et al. reported61

on the effects that local strain concentration, process-induced pores and the62

microstructure had on failure behavior of the TiAl6V4 BCC unit-cell lattice63

structure [16]. In 2012, Yan et al. investigated the effect of gyroid unit-cell64

type on the manufacturability, density and mechanical properties using com-65

pression test, microcomputer tomography and Scanning Electron Microscopy66

(SEM) [17]. Additionally, Smith et al. explored compressive response of lattice67

structures consisting of BCC and BCC-Z unit-cell shapes using finite element68

method when varying both the relative density and the aspect ratio of the unit69

cell [18]. They also reported on a reverse engineering approach for estima-70

tion of the effective strut diameter of the lattices due to the the variation of71

the dimensions and struts diameter along their length caused by the nature of72

SLM procedure. Gümrük et al. developed theoretical, experimental and nu-73

merical analyses for stainless steel micro lattice structures using Timoshenko74

beam model, systematic compression test and 3D finite element analyses re-75

spectively [19]. In 2014, Karamooz Ravari et al. reported on the effect the76

variation of the struts’ diameter had on elastic modulus and collapse stress of77

cellular lattice structures using FE modeling [20]. While the study by Yan et78

al. showed possibility of manufacturing the lattice structure with struts with79

an angle 0 compared to the building plane as the worst building orientation for80

SLM [21], the study by Wauthle et al. found that horizontal struts include lots81

of porosities causing early failure of the structure [22].82

Regarding material development for tooling applications, previous studies83

have indicated the ability of SLM systems to fabricate parts from tool steels84

such as M2 and H13 [23, 24]. The high strength tool steels in fine powder form85

have been tested and some are commercially available in the market [25].86

Lattice materials are an array of cells making up of struts while connecting be-87

tween two nodes each rigidly bonded or pin-jointed. Either the cell face can end88

up with solid or void leading to closed-cell or open-cell lattice structures while89

excluding walls of cells. Therefore, the lattice structure is comprised of a web90

of struts or a solid shell around the web. The material, cell shape and relative91

density ρ/ρs (where ρ and ρs are the density of cellular material and the solid92

respectively) are the key process parameters determining properties of cellular93

materials. The purpose of these materials is to make stiff structures using unit94

cells where they are useful such that the new material is as light as possible. By95

doing so, the strength and stiffness of the material becomes weaker, when the96

3
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amount of material required to fabricate the part is reduced. The second goal97

of the cellular structures is to increase maximum achievable functionality of the98

component of which the lattice used such as energy absorption, large strain,99

stiffness and strength.100

The main aim of this study is to obtain an insight into using cellular lat-101

tice structures for high performance bear loading constructions such as mold102

components when compared to solid and hollow structures. The solid structure103

represents the conventional way of tool construction when hollow sample de-104

termines the state of structure with no cellular lattices. The current research105

involves methods for strength analysis of structures additively manufactured in106

order to maximize the strength and minimize the weight of the components to107

be utilized in tooling applications, thereby reducing both the manufacturing108

time and material cost of tools. More specifically, the research examines how109

the cellular lattices increase the efficiency of the tooling structures when apply-110

ing compression load. To examine this possibility, it is important to design a111

combination of structures for specimens (four architectures will be examined as112

part of this study). A further purpose of this research is to model accurately the113

collapse strength of hollow and cellular lattice structures manufactured using114

SLM under compression load. FE, geometrical and mathematical models are115

used and analytical predictions are compared to experimental tests.116

2. Material and methods117

2.1. Lattice structures118

In a study conducted by Rehme and Emmelmann, the effect of uniaxial119

compressive test on cellular structures with eight different cell types was in-120

vestigated [26]. This research involved finding optimal unit cell type in order121

to maximize the collapse strength and minimize the overall achievable density.122

A cell type named F2CC-Z got the best ratio for collapse strength-to-density.123

This unit cell consisted of rods in vertical direction and double-faced diagonals124

as shown in Figure 1. As previously mentioned, the presence of vertical struts125

enhances the strength of lattice structure [14]. In subsequent studies, it was126

discovered that the orientation of single struts along the flux of force prevents127

unwanted bending loads on the lattice structure, thereby appearing only push128

and pull force in the structure [27]. To increase the strength of testing struc-129

tures in z direction, the unit cell F2CC-Z was modified in order to maximize130

the number of z rods with five vertical and eight body-centered rods in this131

research (Figure 1). Similar unit cell shape was used to model the behavior of132

plastic lattice structures manufactured using fused deposition modeling under133

compression load [20].134

2.2. Experimental setup135

The samples used in this study are cylinders of 28 mm diameter and 46 mm136

height. The lattice structure is created by cubic unit cells with the edge length137

of 4 mm and strut diameter of 0.73 mm. In order to determine more exactly138
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Figure 1: Fundamental design for development of the unit cell

the effect of lattice structures on strength, four combinations of specimens were139

examined, as shown in Figure 2. This includes solid, hollow, closed-cell non-140

rotated (ST) and closed-cell rotation of 30o (ST-30) samples. Tools generally141

include several features (depending on the application) such as holes for punch142

holders, tool inserts, contours and cooling channels. Therefore, the cellular and143

hollow samples have a wall thickness of 5 mm in all sides.144

Figure 2: Structure combination of samples (cross-section)

Two commercial SLM systems (called Laser 1 and Laser 2 in this research)145

produced the same combination of the samples using process parameters listed146

in Table 1. To verify the repeatability of the results, three specimens were tested147

for each sample structure/SLM system combinations. In total, 12 samples were148

manufactured by each SLM machines for the tests.149

Four small holes on the bases indicate the exits for depowdering phase of150
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Table 1: Process parameters of SLM machines

Laser 1 Laser 2

Scanning strategy Bidirectional Bidirectional
Power (W ) 180 195
Hatching spacing (µm) 150 100
Scanning speed (mm/s) 600 750
Layer thickness (µm) 30 40

the manufacturing process. The four straight rods inside the hollow samples151

(Figure 2) were required to support the ”roof” of the cylinder since surfaces152

with an angle less than 45 degrees compared to horizontal require support in153

one way or another [28, 29]. The 4 rods were designed such that they could be154

broken off before compression test and only leave the struts beneath the roof155

which it would only cause a minor contribution to the compression strength.156

To reduce the effect of material variability, both SLM systems used two alloys157

with the same chemical composition (DIN:1.2709). Table 2 lists the alloys and158

testing conditions, along with the examined structure/relative density. Laser 1159

and Laser 2 are two laser-based SLM systems commercially available for direct160

melting and sintering of metal powders. The material is hot work steel corre-161

sponding to 1.2709 for all samples. This came from CL50WS in Laser 1 and162

MS1 (Maraging Steel) in Laser 2. The two materials are initially in fine powder163

form.164

Table 2: Experimental alloys and testing conditions

SLM system Structure Relative Number of
(Material) density tests

Laser 1 Solid 1 3
(CL50WS) Hollow 0.7 3

ST 0.8 3
ST-30 0.8 3

Laser 2 Solid 1 3
(MS1) Hollow 0.7 3

ST 0.8 3
ST-30 0.8 3

Subsequent to performing 3D-printing process, the samples were heat-treated165

by age hardening. Glass blasting performed on all sides of samples in order to166

remove any unintentional effects from the heat-treatment. Then the specimens167

were ground on both bases. When grinding the samples for compression test, it168

is important to maintain tight tolerances on parallelism of the two bases and per-169

pendicularity of the bases to the side. For hardness testing, a calibrated OTTO170

Wolpert-WERKE GMBA Hardness Tester was used on the ground surfaces and171

6
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four measurements were replicated for each testing sample. All samples showed172

a hardness in the range of 52-54 Rc after heat-treatment. One specimen of each173

structure were cut by wire-EDM to observe possible manufacturing defects, as174

shown in Figure 3 for reference.175

Figure 3: Specimens manufactured using SLM systems (Solid, Hollow, ST, ST-30)

In order to determine the flow stress curve, common compression test was176

conducted. The cylindrical specimens exhibit length to diameter ratio (l0/d0)177

of 1.6 [30]. For compression testing described herein, an Instron 8508 Servo-178

hydraulic 5 MN Testing Machine was used. The samples are squeezed between179

two hardened platens mounted on the upper and lower beds of the machine.180

The frictional condition is under dry condition when no lubricant is applied181

in the interfaces between the workpiece and the forming tools. To observe real182

time displacement of the plates, three inductive displacement transducers con-183

tinuously monitored and captured the position at 10-millisecond time intervals184

while force measurements relies on a built-in facility of the machine. This setup185

is shown in Figure 4.186

Figure 4: Experimental setup

7
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A PC-based software was used to control the Instron Testing Machine and187

to capture force vs. position data throughout each test. In addition, the strain188

rate has the initial value of 1 mm/min. in this study. Due to the presence189

of barreling, displacement (contraction) was used instead of strain since the190

assumption of uniform straining within the entire test region of the specimen191

exists no longer in the tests [31].192

To provide a means of establishing structures effect, the tests of solid samples193

were examined for baseline test. While three tests were run for each sample194

conditions, to ease the ability of visualization, only the average curves are used.195

Thus, each plot only contains three sample tests (hollow, ST and ST-30) and196

their respective baseline test.197

2.3. Numerical modeling198

Three-dimensional flow of the deformation process in the compression test199

was performed using DEFORM-3D simulation system based on the finite ele-200

ment method. four-node tetrahedral element was used to generate mesh on the201

3D model while applying force by two 3D rigid plates on the top and bottom202

surface of the cylinder. Tetrahedral element was used to ease meshing com-203

plex geometry of lattices at the joints where the struts are connected. A rigid204

plate (bottom die) is fixed when the top die moves in −z direction to squeeze205

the workpiece. Rigid objects are modeled as non-deformable materials to in-206

crease simulation speed (over elastic tooling). The modeling of rigid bodies207

has a built-in algorithm in the package when the geometry profile is just re-208

quired. The contact properties were set to shear friction for the nodes at the209

top and bottom surfaces of the workepiece where the translational moves have210

no constraint. The contact nodes are established to keep the rigid plates and211

workpiece from penetrating each other. The material behavior is elastic-plastic212

and based on CL50WS. The data recorded for deformation of the solid sam-213

ples in the compression test has the role of reference and was used to calibrate214

the FEA of solid workpiece. The stress-strain curve computed from experimen-215

tal data of solid initially was used as the input data for the FEA of solid and216

the output from the analysis was compared to experimental force-displacement217

curve. The friction constant then varied until both the experimental and FE218

force-displacement have the best fit. The friction coefficient of 1.5 was found219

when the fitness of calibration curve achieved the accuracy of ±1 MPa at the220

collapse strength point with respect to the experimental data.221

3. Results222

In this section, the first part considers the compressive response of the struc-223

tures obtained from the experiments. The next three parts include three an-224

alytical models for prediction of the collapse strength of the structures while225

the modeling results are compared to experimental data. In the last part, mi-226

crostructure of the samples is analyzed with respect to process parameters of227

the SLM machines.228

8
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To improve the ability to interpret the effect of the structure on material229

strength, the engineering stress-displacement curves are plotted for each group of230

samples while showing the curve of solid sample as the baseline. It is important231

to note that when computing the engineering stress (for all subsequent curves),232

the cross-section of solid sample is used. In order to exactly determine the233

collapse strength, fitting a least-squares linear regression line is employed along234

with the offset method (%0.02) according to ASTM standard [32].235

3.1. Compressive response236

The deformation of samples and lattice structures in the compression test237

is shown for a representative specimen of each combination in Figure 5. When238

performing compression test, while shortening the height of samples up to 5239

mm, the barreling effect is observed in the compressed specimens. The flow240

stress curves of samples associated with Laser 1 and Laser 2 systems when241

deformed while applying the compression uniaxial force are shown in Figure 6a242

and Figure 6b respectively.243

Figure 5: Deformation of samples in compression test

The compression strength is the significant parameter obtained from the244

curves, since the main purpose of the structures is to be utilized in tooling245

application and the plastic deformation has no benefit for tools. Therefore, the246

average yield stresses derived from the curves along with one standard deviation247

at this point are listed in Table 3 for Laser 1 and Laser 2.248

When comparing the average yield stress of the baseline (1693.3 MPa) while249

applying the conditions associated with Laser 1 to the average engineering stress250

of respective hollow samples (927.6 MPa) a decrease of 45.2 % is observed (Ta-251

ble 3). In addition, the yield stress also decreased 37.8% with respect to the252

solid samples for ST structures, due to the reduction of relative density. The253

tests also showed reduction of 37.1% for ST-30 samples. To this end, lattice-254

structured samples result in the average flow stress that is only 7.4% higher255

(1053.2 MPa) than hollow material while showing the same strength for ST and256

ST-30.257

Likewise, when applying the conditions associated with Laser 2 system, a258

similar pattern for material behavior was also observed. While using Laser 2,259

9
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6: The engineering stress-displacement curves
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Table 3: Reduction of the collapse strength

SLM Structure Collapse strength
(MPa)

Laser 1

Solid 1693.3±120.4
Hollow 927.6±26.2
ST 1053.2±24.7

ST-30 1064.4±34.2

Laser 2

Solid 1566.0±55.9
Hollow 844.6±0.3
ST 1024.5±16.0

ST-30 1059.8±14.5

the yield stress had maximum reduction at hollow samples when compared to260

Laser 1; yielding the average yield stress of 844.6 MPa, equivalent to 8.9% overall261

reduction with respect to Laser 1 . This reductions were 7.5% and 2.7% for solid262

and ST with respect to Laser 1, while detected almost no reduction for ST-30.263

In addition, when applying the conditions associated with Laser 2, the yield264

stress was lowered to the same extent as occurred for samples manufactured265

under the conditions of Laser 1. The reductions were 46.0%, 34.6% and 32.3%266

in comparison with the respective baseline for hollow, ST and ST-30 samples267

respectively (Table 3).268

In examining the graphs, significant reduction of the strength is found to269

exist for hollow and lattice structures. An additional observation regarding the270

structure event is that, while the yield stress reduced approximately 60%, the271

new structures have more lightweight efficiency when using in applications with272

lower stress than collapse strength of hollow or ST samples.273

3.2. FE analysis274

To provide a more detailed analysis of the structures effect on specimens275

strength, cold forming analysis of the hollow and ST samples was also conducted276

by FEA. The graphs of engineering stress versus displacement are depicted in277

Figure 7. In examining the diagrams, variability was found to exist between278

the simulation and experiment especially for hollow and ST specimens at the279

elastic region due to variation of dimensions of the specimens caused by the280

nature of manufacturing process when nominal values were used at FE analysis.281

However, this variability was deemed negligible for the purpose of estimation282

of the yield stress. The graph also reveals that the FEA obtained sufficient283

results for strength analysis. From data analysis, the yield stresses were found284

as listed in Table 4. The analysis clearly shows the reduction of yield stress285

corresponding to 46.2% and 41.0% for hollow and ST samples respectively.286

To evaluate the mesh quality of simulations, mesh-sensitivity analysis was287

performed on the structures to realize the effect of element size on the collapse288

strength. The minimum element size was refined for each structure. Table 5289

11
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Figure 7: FEA of compression test for solid, hollow and ST samples

Table 4: Yield stresses obtained from FEA and experiment (MPa)

Structure Experiment FEA

Solid 1693.3±120.4 1678.6
Hollow 927.6±26.2 903.9
ST 1053.2±24.7 990.1
ST-30 1064.4±34.2 N/A

12
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presents the mesh size and respective collapse strength. It is apparent that290

increasing the mesh density further produced only small changes in collapse291

strength. For a quarter of ST structure, an increase from 174686 elements292

(Mesh size: 0.28 mm) to 315384 elements (Mesh size: 0.22) yields only 3.7 MPa293

increase in collapse stress. Therefore, no variation was detected by refining the294

mesh density.295

Table 5: Mesh-sensitivity analysis for three minimum element sizes

Structure Min. mesh size (mm) Collapse strength (MPa)

Solid 0.37 0.3 0.25 1679 1678 1679
Hollow 0.45 0.4 0.3 903.9 902.3 902.8
ST 0.28 0.25 0.22 990.1 993.8 993.1

3.3. Minimum cross-section296

However, meshing procedure and simulation of the 3D lattice structures are297

highly time-consuming when increasing the number of cells. The effective stress298

contour for 2 mm compression of the specimen is shown in Figure 8. As can be299

seen, the plot shows significant stress in vertical rods and sidewalls compared300

to the body-centered and face-centered rods (Figure 1). One possible reason for301

this is that, since the specimens stress was considerably increased along force302

flux (z-axis), the minimal real cross-section area at the same direction may have303

been more beneficial than the other parameters.304

Figure 8: Stress contour for 2 mm displacement

More specifically, the minimum real cross-section area may have caused pre-305

mature failure of the specimen due to highly localized stress within a narrowed306

13
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region. Therefore, the cross-section areas were measured exactly using a macro307

for CAD models shown in Figure 2 to find the minimum cross-section area along308

the height of the samples. For the purpose of this analysis, the CAD model of309

samples was cut in z direction in order to observe minimum cross-section area.310

This was 620, 360, 400 and 440 mm2 for solid, hollow, ST and ST-30 samples311

respectively. Consequently, with respect to the cross-section area of solid sam-312

ples, the reduction of area corresponds to 41.2%, 35.5% and 29.0% for hollow,313

ST and ST-30. By comparing the results from this method and compression314

tests, it becomes apparent that percent decrease of critical cross-section area is315

an effective method to foresee the strength of the cellular structures used in this316

research.317

3.4. Ashby & Gibson model318

The analytical analysis for the samples can be found from a mathemati-319

cal model given for modeling metal foam properties developed by Gibson and320

Ashby [8]. The models are available for open-cell and closed-cell cellular parts.321

The samples in this research are kind of closed-cell structures, which show a be-322

havior that is more complicated when comparing to open-cell structures when323

surrounding the web of strut by solid shell. For a closed-cell structure the scaling324

relations of compression strength is defined as:325

σc = (0.1− 1.0)σc,s ×

[

0.5

(

ρ

ρs

)2/3

+ 0.3

(

ρ

ρs

)

]

(1)

Where symbols with a subscripted s means property of the solid metal of326

which the structure is made. When using the information listed in ?? for relative327

density, the statement in the bracket of the above formula returns the value of328

0.6 and 0.67 for hollow and lattice structures respectively. Since ST and ST-30329

samples have the same relative density, the proposed theoretical model give the330

same value for both. As was proved for minimal cross-section and FEA, once331

again this approach indicated 40% and 33% reduction of compression strength.332

This method is also useful for approximate analysis of closed-cell structures333

in the early stages of design where needed to decide. Table 6 summarizes the334

results for the analytical methods and the experiments. As can be seen from the335

table, while the FEA has the best result for hollow structure, Min cross-section336

and Equation (1) yield better estimation for compression strength of ST and337

ST-30 samples.338

3.5. Microstructure analysis339

SLM technique is a complicated production method with respect to mi-340

crostructure evolution. This occurs due to the high temperature gradients caus-341

ing thermal stresses and rapid solidification. A sample manufactured by each342

SLM machine was sectioned (Figure 3) and mounted in epoxy to observe the343

microstructure. The polished samples were etched in Kalling No. 1. The micro-344

graphs of the specimens for 5X and 50X magnifications are shown in Figure 9.345

When viewing the micrographs, higher degree of porosity can be observed for346
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Table 6: Percent reductions obtained from experiment and analysis

Method Hollow ST ST-30

Laser 1 45.2 37.8 37.1
Laser 2 46.0 34.6 32.3
FEA 46.2 41.0 n/a
Min. cross-section 42 35.4 29
Equation (1) 40 33 33

Laser 2. While not shown, this was true for other regions of samples and optical347

images showed similar defects for samples from Laser 2 system. The dimension,348

density and orientation of the pore pattern is dependent on the choice of pro-349

cess parameters such as scanning strategy, hatching space and scanning velocity350

in SLM procedures [33, 34]. Generally, the pores decrease the time of crack351

initiation by creating highly localized stressing in the material around pores352

region. Therefore, the higher density of pores can be harmful to the mechanical353

properties. This may have been a possible reason for lower strength of samples354

manufactured by Laser 2.355

Figure 9: Optical micrographs showing voids of samples

When comparing the scanning speed of Laser 1 to Laser 2 (Table 1), an356

increase of 25% is observed in Laser 2. The higher scanning speed decreases the357

production time. However, in order to increase the quality and density, energy358

density of laser (E in J/mm3) must be optimized with respect to relative density359

15
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[35]. The energy supplied by laser beam per volume unit of powder material is360

defined by:361

E =
P

v × h× t
(2)

Where P (W ) is the laser power, v(mm/s) is the laser scanning speed, h(mm)362

is the hatching distance and t(mm) is the layer thickness. When applying the363

process parameters associated with Laser 1 while using Equation (2), almost the364

same energy density is observed in comparison to Laser 2. To achieve optimal365

results, unique energy density would need to be employed for each alloy/machine366

combination to minimize balling effects and instability of molten pool, which367

have been reported as undesirable phenomena during SLM. The improvement368

in the relative density while using Laser 2 is reduced due to the higher porosity;369

yielding different mechanical properties.370

4. Conclusion371

This paper has introduced a strength analysis for porous structures which372

have the potential of being replaced with dense materials in tooling applica-373

tions. The proposed method includes compression test of the solid, hollow, non-374

rotated-closed-cellular and rotated-closed-cellular samples manufactured using375

two SLM systems. The unit cell shape is modified with vertical rods to in-376

crease maximum achievable resistance against compression loading. In compar-377

ison with solid samples, the cellular structures heavily influence the compression378

strength (about 60% reduction) and show only an increase of 11.4% at the high-379

est with respect to hollow specimens for both SLM systems. The flow stress is380

also analyzed using three analytical models where they work the best in con-381

junction with the tests. Minimum cross section and Ashby & Gibson models382

offer non-expensive solutions to predict collapse strength of larger cellular lat-383

tice structures when compared to FE analysis. The structures consisting of384

modified F2CC,Z unit-cell shape depicts close mechanical properties to the the-385

oretical limits of closed-cell metal foam model described by Ashby & Gibson.386

The overall decrease of strength in samples manufactured by Laser 2 is veri-387

fied with the higher pore density observed in the respective microstructure by388

viewing the optical micrographs.389
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Highlights

Selective laser melting systems are able to manufacture mold components using lattice 

structures.

Compression test is applied to examine the effect of lattice structures on the strength of new 

material. 

The collapse strength of cellular lattice structures are compared to solid and hollow specimens. 

The analytical approach includes finite element, geometrical and mathematical models for 

prediction of collapse strength. 


